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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we introduce an intelligent system for video record-
ing. First, we categorized targets and purposes of shooting, and
discuss the cameraworks appropriate for them. Then, we propose
camera control algorithms to realize such cameraworks. Based
on this idea, we built a prototype pan-tilt camera control system,
in which multiple cameras with different purposes automatically
track and shoot the targets. We evaluated our system through
recording of some presentations on desktop manipulation. The
effectiveness of our algorithm was verified through some experi-
ments.

1. INTRODUCTION
With the recent progress of multimedia technology, multime-

dia contents are widely recognized as useful teaching materials or
instruction/operating manuals. Contents production is, however,
a difficult task, which requires both considerable costs and skills.
For producing videos, we need cameramen who shoot at targets
with appropriate cameraworks and directors who intelligently se-
lect the best shots and arrange them. These costs of employing
cameramen and directors are not usually affordable for small scale
purpose,e.g. for preparing teaching materials.

To cope with this problem, we are investigating an intelligent
system for automated video production. We first examined the
cameraworks by considering “target to capture” and “aspect-of-
target to capture” in the context of presentations such as instruc-
tions on desktop manipulations. Then, we built a prototype sys-
tem with multiple pan-tilt cameras controlled based on the camer-
aworks. We applied the system to typical presentations on desktop
manipulations, and verified the performance of the system.

2. CAPTURING A SCENE OF DESKTOP
MANIPULATION

For automated video production, we have to tackle with the
following problems:

camera control: We needvirtual cameramenby an automated
camera system for shooting at the right target with appro-
priate cameraworks. In most of the current systems with
fixed cameras, an important portion is often out of the field
or too small to be paid attention.

event recognition and video editing: We needvirtual directors
which intelligently chooses the best views and emphasize
important portions. To automate this process, it is also es-
sential to recognize the events occurring in a scene and to
tag the captured videos.

We are developing a system which realizes the above func-
tions. Fig.1 shows an overview. In this system, the 3D position

1Because of the lack of space, we have to attach reduced figures.
Please take a look at

Figure 1: Overview of the system1

of a speaker is measured by magnetic sensors, and multiple pan-
tilt cameras are controlled according to the speaker’s position and
movements. Videos taken by those cameras are transmitted and
recorded in MPEG-1 format. This framework also includes event
recognition process which outputs are used for video editing. Ac-
cording to the event recognition results, the system switches the
views or chooses the relevant portions for an explanation. Thus the
system gives views that the speaker wants to show or that viewers
want to see.

In this paper, we will describe the above camera control por-
tion: required cameraworks, camera control algorithms, and some
experiments. As related researches, there are recent works on lec-
ture archiving [1][4][5]. Although cameras are automatically ma-
nipulated in some of those systems, we usually need much more
sophisticated cameraworks for effectively capturing presentations
on desktop manipulations. Specifically, we have to deal with the
following problems:

• Close-up shots are necessary to show the details of impor-
tant objects or important manipulations. In taking such
shots, a hand or an important object moves fast and some-
times goes out of view field frame quickly. We need intelli-
gent camera control for fast and robust tracking.

• Moreover, we have various targets to be paid attention, for
example, speaker’s face, behavior and hands, objects and
etc., and the camerawork required for each target is differ-
ent from others.

In this sense, automated camera control is one of the most im-
portant and interesting topics for computerized video production.

3. CAMERAWORK FOR MANIPULATION ON DESKTOP
The purpose of camera control is basically to capture a tar-

get with appropriate size and at a good position in an image. The
problem of tracking a target, however, is not so simple. For ex-
ample, when we are shooting at a hand manipulating an object,
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suitable camerawork will be different between the following two
purposes: (a) emphasize the details of the object; (b) emphasize
the manipulation. For purpose (a), we prefer an extremely close-
up shot in which the object is tracked and always kept at the center
of the screen. For purpose (b), on the other hand, it is better to fix
a camera angle so that we can easily understand the movements of
the hand or the object. Consequently, we have to consider camera
controls according to the subject and the purpose of a shot.

3.1. Target and Aspect
We consider cameraworks from two points of view: whattar-

get we want to shoot, and whataspect-of-targetwe want to cap-
ture. Basically, the above target is an object to be tracked by a
camera, and the above aspect-of-target determines how to track it.
target: In presentations, there are several important targets which
we have to pay attention. Currently, we consider four types of tar-
get.

<speaker>: a speaker, a lecturer, or an instructor.

<workspace>: adynamicspace where manipulation such as as-
sembling or cooking is proceeding.

<object>: an important object to be paid attention.

<place>: an importantstaticplace to be paid attention.

For each target, we prepare three types of shots: long shot, medium
shot, and close-up shot.
aspect-of-target: We categorized aspect-of-target as follows:

<circumstance>: Target’s circumstance which includes posi-
tion, trajectory, or spatial relationship to other objects. This
is effective for giving the overview of a presentation or ma-
nipulation with a wide-angled view field.

<movement>: Movements of a target with frequent small mo-
tions such as hand motions in manipulations.

<appearance>: Target’s appearance to be stared. As for pre-
sentations, a speaker often holds an important object toward
the viewers in order to show the details of the object. In this
case, it is necessary to capture the target at the center when
the object motion stops.

In case of<circumstance>, it is required to fix a camera as long
as possible so that viewers could easily observe target’s position in
a scene. In case of<movement>, it is required to track the target
with suppressing small camera movements and get a stable view.
In case of<appearance>, it is required to track as smoothly and
quickly as possible with keeping the target at center of view field.

3.2. Camera Control Algorithms
Considering the above problems, we propose (1) camera mo-

tion smoothing by the Kalman filter and (2) camera motion sup-
pression byvirtual-frame control. We can adapt a camerawork for
various purposes by tuning the parameters for the above methods.
Smoothing by the Kalman filter By smoothing, we expect that
sensor noise and small irritating motions such as trembles are elim-
inated. For that purpose, we use the Kalman filter with the rigid
body motion model as system dynamics. A state variablexk and
a state transition matrixF are as follows.

xk =
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where,∆ is a sampling interval of a measurement.xk is a state
vector containing the current values of position, velocity, and ac-
celeration.
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Figure 2: Flow of the virtual-frame control algorithm

The behavior of the Kalman filter we used depends on the ratio
of the process noise variance to the measurement noise variance.
We consider this ratio (hereafter abbreviated asnoisevarianceratio)
as one of the camera control parameters which govern the smooth-
ness of tracking. If the ratio is small, the camera tracks more
smoothly. On the contrary, the camera tracks more precisely, if
the ratio is large.
Virtual-frame control The virtual-frame control algorithm switches
the tracking mode toimmediate tracking modewhen the target
goes outside the virtual-frame, and switches back tomotion sup-
pressing modewhen the target stays still or a repetitive motion is
observed. In immediate tracking mode, a camera quickly and ex-
actly track the target. In motion suppressing mode, camera motion
is suppressed while a target stays in a virtual-frame assumed on an
image.

This virtual-frame is a rectangle placed at the center of an im-
age, and its size is specified by the ratio(virtual framesize) to the
image size. A camera is moved so that the center of a virtual-frame
is located at the target’s average position during the last few sec-
onds (framerefreshinterval). The followings are the triggers for
switching the tracking mode to motion suppressing mode.

stationary target position: A target is within a small region (sta-
tionary range th) for over a certain duration
(stationarytime th).

repetitive target motion: A target is moved repeatedly over a
certain count (repetitioncount th), for example, an object
is shaken by a hand. This repetition is detected by checking
the sign changes of the target’s motion vector.

Fig.2 shows the flow of the algorithm. If virtualframesize or
framerefreshinterval is large, a camera angle tends to be fixed.
This causes inexact tracking and fixed views. Similarly, if we
make any of stationarytime th, stationaryrangeth, and repeti-
tion count th small, we also get more stable views.

Fig.3 shows the result of shooting at a desktop manipulation in
which a person opens a box. The left column shows the sequence
of images captured without the virtual-frame control, and the right
column shows those with the virtual-frame control. As we can see
here, most of uncomfortable view field movements are eliminated
in (b).

3.3. Setting of The Camera Control Parameters
The relations between aspect-of-target and the camera con-

trol parameters are shown in Fig.4. In case of<circumstance>,
we use large virtualframesize, long stationarytime th, and small
noisevarianceratio so that the viewers can easily grasp the cir-
cumstances in which a target is moving. Since the tracking be-



(a)With the virtual- (b)Without the virtual-
frame control frame control

Figure 3: Manipulation on opening a box
(the right hand is tracked)

Figure 4: Correspondence between the aspect-of-target
and the camera control parameters

comes inexact with large virtualframesize, we need to make the
stationarytime th, the stationaryrangeth, and the repetitioncount th
large so that the tracking mode cannot easily be switched to motion
suppressing mode. In case of<movement>, the repetitioncount th
is set small in order to quickly detect repetitions. Virtualframesize
and framerefreshinterval are also set small expecting that the tar-
get is captured at the center of the image. For<appearance>,
the virtual framesize and framerefreshinterval are set small in
order to capture the target at the center of the image as long as
possible. Additionally, to quickly stop the camera motion when a
target stops, the stationarytime th and the stationaryrangeth are
set small, and the noisevarianceratio of the Kalman filter is set
large.
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Figure 5: Target’s normalized position and velocity with/without
frame-control (upper: normalized position, lower: normalized hor-
izontal velocity)

Table 1: The Camera Setting Using Examples of Shoot
Camera Target Label Control Method Basing point
Camera1 speaker/M <circumstance> a point on the

waist
Camera2 object/C <appearance> a point on the

right hand
Camera3 workspace/M <movements> a middle point

of both hands
M: Medium, C: Close-up

4. EXPERIMENTS
As already shown in Fig.1, our system has multiple pan-tilt

cameras2 controlled by a host computer. 3D position of a target is
measured by a magnetic positional sensor3 with the frequency of
30Hz. Although we did not mention the event recognition in this
paper, the system detects deictic, pointing, or illustrating move-
ments by integrating speech recognition4 and movement recogni-
tion.
Evaluation of camera control algorithms First we evaluated
the camera motions. Since some papers [2][3] reported camera-
men’s characteristics in tracking objects, we compared the charac-
teristics of our system with real cameramen’s.

Fig.5 shows an evaluation of capturing the scene which is al-
ready shown in Fig.3. This shows the effect of the virtual-frame
control algorithm. In this figure, we plotted the apparent(image)
position where the stationary point in a scene is located. With
the virtual-frame control, the apparent velocity5 of a target almost
always stays less than the maximum value by professional camer-
amen. On the other hand, the apparent velocity can easily exceed
the maximum without the virtual-frame control. This causes shaky
and irritating view field motions. Thus we verified that our camera
control algorithms are effective for recording ordinary presenta-
tions.
Examples of shooting presentations Here we show an experi-
ment for an actual presentation, in which a person explained how

2EVI-D30(Sony)
3Flock of Birds(Ascension Technology Corporation)
4IBM ViaVoice
5The apparent position is plotted with normalized in terms of the screen

size. The apparent velocity is the ratio of the difference in normalized
position between video two consecutive frames.



Figure 6: Videos from three cameras

Figure 7: Result of camera switching

Figure 8: Condition of camera switching

to attach a display cable to a small notebook PC.
Three cameras are used, and the setting for each camera is

shown in Table.1. Camera1 captures the speaker’s behavior, and
tracks with the camera control parameters for<circumstance>.
Camera2 shoots at the referent object which the speaker holds and
draws the viewers’ attention. Camera3 shoots at the workspace
from a high position (around 2m high) so that it can captures better
view of the desktop which is sometimes difficult to see from the
position of camera1 or camera2.

By capturing the presentation through those three cameras, we
obtained three streams of videos as shown in Fig.6. As we can see
in this result, the speaker’s behavior, some important objects, and
desktop manipulations were effectively captured, and the captured
views were good stuff for communicating the presentation.
Example of video editing As one application of our system, we
can realize automated video editing by the combination of video
capturing and event recognition. By selecting the most relevant
view according to the events, we can obtain a comprehensible
video as shown in Fig.7. This selection is fully automated by using
an electronic switcher controlled by a host computer.

The switching condition is briefly shown in Fig.8. If a speaker
wants to draw the viewers’ attention to his/her in manipulation on
a desk, this intention appears in speech as some short phrases such
as “in this way”, “by doing this”, and so on6. At the same time, the

6The only Japanese speech recognition is implemented. Some demon-
strative pronouns,e.g. “KONOYOUNI” or “KOUYATTE”, are the key-
words.

speaker moves his/her hands on the desk. By detecting this behav-
ior by speech recognition and motion detection, the system selects
the view through camera3 (shooting at<workspace>). Similarly,
if a speaker wants to draw attention to the object he/she is hold-
ing in front of him/her, the intention appears in speech as “this”,
“here”, and so on7. The speaker also moves his/her hand to the
viewers so that they can easily notice it. By recognizing this be-
havior, the system selects the views by camera2.

Comparing the video in Fig.6 with the video in Fig.7, we can
easily understand that the system selects appropriate views and the
result is quite satisfactory.

5. CONCLUSION
We proposed a novel camera control framework for intelli-

gent video production. For this purpose, we focused on camer-
aworks required for capturing presentations on desktop manipula-
tions, then proposed camera control algorithms for tracking vari-
ous targets in various ways. Our system works well for ordinary
presentations as we can easily see that the results are better than
the videos taken by a single or a few fixed camera(s).

Detailed evaluation is, however, left for future work. We need
to tackle with comparison with other methods or systematic sub-
jective evaluation. Also there is much room for discussion on cat-
egorizing targets and cameraworks.
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